
What  are we going 
to 

speak  about?



Our theme is HOBBY



Let`s do some phonetics.

▪ [r] – read, reading stories, I prefer reading 
stories.

▪ [d] – draw, drawing pictures, I’m fond of 
drawing pictures.

▪ [t] – take, taking photos, I’m interested in 
taking photos.

▪ [k] – cook, cooking cakes, I enjoy cooking 
cakes.



Let`s do some phonetics.

Dancing, shopping, walking her Collie…
These are the hobbies of my sister Polly.
Cycling, swimming, playing computer…
The favourite activities of my brother 
Peter.



▪ 1.What is  a hobby?
▪ 2.What hobbies do you know?
▪ 3.What things do people usually 

collect?
▪ 4.Why do people have hobbies?



Hobby is occupation, which is done not 
for money, but for pleasure. Different  
people get pleasure   from doing  
different  things, as very person  has 
his/her  own likes and  dislikes. 



Hobby  can be divided into four groups : 

doing
 things
 

making 
things 

collecting 
things         learning



Doing things:

Travelling
Sport

 



 Making things:

Cooking
Painting
 



 Learning:

Reading
Going to the theatre
Going to the cinema



 Collecting things:

 stamps,
badges,
coins,
dolls,
pictures,
cups,
toys,
books.



Play computer  games

It is a very popular kind 
of hobby nowadays. 

Children like to work with 
computer, to play 

interesting games. But 
don’t sit more than 2 

hours a day at the 
computer! 



Watch TV

It is a popular way to 
spend free time too. You 
can watch interesting 

films, colored cartoons, 
documental programs, 

sport competitions, music 
shows. But don’t sit close 

to a TV-set!



Draw pictures 

It is a very interesting 
kind of hobby. You can 

draw cats and dogs, trees 
and flowers, the sun and 
clouds, houses and cars, 

boys and girls. You draw 
with colors: red, blue, 
green, yellow, brown, 

grey, black, white, orange, 
pink, violet.



Reading books 

It is a very good and 
useful hobby. You can 

read about animals and 
birds, the rivers and the 
seas, fantasy countries 

and heroes. Then you can 
discuss books with your 

friends! 



Travelling

People like to visit 
different cities, towns and 

countries. This hobby 
helps to learn the history, 
geography and traditions 
of people and countries.



What is your hobby?

I like

I enjoy

I prefer

I’m fond of                         Ving

I’m good at

I’m interested in



 All people want to spend their free time in 
an interesting way. It is easy to find an 
activity, which you will enjoy in your free 
time,something special for yourself, 
something you are interested in it.It’s your 
choice.Tastes differ.

Good luck!



Homework
Write about your hobby.


